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Proposal for workshop

About-us


StuCorner technology is an information technology company,
providing customized software and internet solutions.
StuCorner technology is a team of dedicated and highly
skilled software professionals focused on providing world class IT
solutions. We offer a variety of services in the area of Software and
Web development.
 " StuCorner technology has been founded with a StuCorner -tech to offer
its quality of Web and Application Development services and has a mission to
become best service provider in the country in the years to come."

our next vision

 One years ago, we had a thought- to create a benchmark IT institute for the
country and the world. Today as Asia, and in particular India Information
technology supremacy, we at the StuCorner -tech are proud to contribute
our part as the architects of creating IT Professionals for the world.
What began as an idea is now an acknowledged institution for quality
learning. This is an outcome of the various facets that give the StuCorner tech its characteristic value the faculty, enterprising students, academic
affiliations, facilities and industry partnerships.
While the world accepts the StuCorner -tech status we silently reinforce
our commitment of being the cornerstone for research-oriented learning.
Combine that with a strong focus on becoming one of the world`s top
ranked IT Institute, and we`ve defined our role and our challenge for the
years ahead. We also give’s jobs assistance to our candidate’s.
I invite you to associate with us in our effort to sustain knowledge and
wisdom for the world.

Why Us?
 We offer one of the most cost effective and affordable price structures in the world of web
solutions. We like to lead the industry, and that is why we strive to bring in new and unique
ideas for cost competitive custom software programming services. At StuCorner
technology , we work to build relationship with our clients and provide mature and quality
driven software delivery process.



 Right from conceptualization to website designing, search engine optimization and final testing,
we look into all aspect of website development. We have skilled team of designers and
developers, who have a great deal of experience in projects of varied complexity and scope.
They help us deliver high quality web designing services, application development services,
multimedia solutions and Search engine optimization
 You can bank on us completely with our timely and cost effective delivery services. We always
strive to aim for ultimate customer satisfaction through a mix of high responsiveness and
adoption of latest technology.
 While the world accepts the StuCorner -tech status we silently reinforce our commitment
of being the cornerstone for research-oriented learning. Combine that with a strong focus on
becoming one of the world`s top ranked IT Institute, and we`ve defined our role and our
challenge for the years ahead. We also give’s jobs assistance to our candidate’s.

Our structure


Join’s with College’s

Get talented candidate’s

Worked them on live
project and make
them professional's
developer's and also
make there individual
identification

Give them industrial
training by Expert’s

Placed them in IT corporate sector’s

Our mission
To Become One Stop IT Solution provider in web domain with the commitment to deliver Endto-End, Creative, Quality Solutions at Cost Effective Terms to our esteemed customers .

Our facility


 The best teacher is the one who teaches their students with their own experience
rather than from a book. The faculty of our institute works on their best level in
providing quality education and knowledge to our students, maintaining the policy
of ADMEC. Every faculty member understands his/her personal responsibility to
deliver the best possible education to the students. Our instructors are always
ready to help their students not only in class rooms but also after completion of
the courses when they start working in companies. We offer unbelievable quality
of infrastructure to our learners and you will be amazed to see our work stations
and high-techh labs equipped with many modern devices to prepare the students
for the Indian and abroad industries. We provide you with most high end system
like Apple iMac desktops to the most advanced software's like Final Cut Pro. All
the computer systems have advanced software versions. We also have a facility
of comprehensive library for our students to study, with a ample collection of
study materials.

Our Placement Partners


StuCorner techhnology has placed more than 100
candidates in many renowned companies as AAJ Tak,
HCL, Times Of India, Hindustan Times, Accenture's,
Mediates, Aptara, Thomson, Sapient, Ibibo, JIMS, and
MAII etc and after the completion of the students
course ADMEC assist them in job placement. We place
right person at the right job.

Our Methodology


 Our teaching methodology is very different and unique because
of two main reasons. First, the programs we deliver are
explicitly designed to help students in mastering the broad
range of skills that is essential to become a creative industry
professional. Secondly, we have a dedicated team of Teachers
who all are industry practitioners there by creating a teaching
environment that is dynamic. We are continually working to
improve our resources to help you with your studies.
 Maximize the rewards of our diversity and delivery capabilities
by providing end to end solutions, which are easy to maintain
and upgrade. Modular Programming approach to provide
innovative and easily manageable solutions, enabling
customers all over the world to benefit from our services.

OUR TEAM


We have a committed team of professionals with experience
in variety of tools and platforms. Our developers keep
themselves updated with the latest technology trends. Our
skilled people share a common vision of growth. We do what
we believe in, and we believe in what we do.
 StuCorner techhnology is headed by a young, enthusiastic, professionals

with a strong technical background. He possesses extensive experience in IT
industry and has successfully implemented many large scale projects across
various countries including India, United States, and UK. His technical insights
combined with excellent managerial skills ensure a continuous growth for the
company following a unique business model.

Services
Software
 Development
.



Software
Development

Web Design

Web Development

Web
Applications

Web Promotion

Logo Designing

Domain
Registration

Web Hosting

Graphic
Designing

Corporate level training program for student’s

Three division of company services


 IT
 TRAINING
 PLACEMENT
StuCorner technology has two division to work IT, a industrial
level Training program and Placement .StuCorner technology
has a goal to full fill the all requirement in a reputed business
deal with reputed organization


 Strengths – identifying existing organisational strengths
 Weaknesses – identifying existing organisational

weaknesses
 Opportunities – what market opportunities might there be
for the organisation to exploit?
 Threats – where might the threats
to the future success come from?

Visit our website


 www.stucorner.com

Thank you
Thanks and Regard’s
With team of StuCorner –tech
Cont-9560184858,7503504035
,workshop@Stucorner.com

